Rat b/b anemia: translation of normal and anemic globin mRNA in wheat-germ cell-free system.
Globin mRNAs were isolated from circulating reticulocytes both from rats carrying a homozygous, recessive mutation causing a severe thalassemia-like syndrome and from normal rats. After first identifying the rat globin chains as alpha or beta chains, the translational products primed by both polysomal and nonpolysomal mRNAs in wheat germ 30000 x g supernatant were analyzed: the ratio of alpha to beta globin mRNAs found in polysomes isolated from mutant rats is identical to the ratio of their products synthesized in vivo while the ratio of these mRNAs is quite different in the nonpolysomal fraction, the latter being enriched in alpha globin mRNA. No difference is found in the ratio of alpha and beta globin mRNAs in the polysomal and nonpolysomal RNA isolated from normal rats, both being identical to the ratio of their products synthesized in vivo. One third of the total amount of mRNA found in mutant cells is not in polysomes as compared to only 6 percent for the mRNA from normal lysates. These results suggest that a translational control mechanism is involved although the decreased globin synthesis in b/b anemia can not be fully accounted for by its operation.